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Basic facts are given for each country, such as economic and trade statistics,
principal commodities imported and exported, and major trading partners. Also
for each country, foreign trade contacts and sources are given, including
organizations and agencies--banks, chambers of commerce, research centers,
trade associations; publications and information resources--business libraries,
databases, consultants, statistical sources; transportation and shipping--air cargo
carriers, airports, courier services, free trade zones, freight forwarders, ports,
shipping lines and agents.
Intermodal Container Emergencies, Second Edition is designed to provide public
safety and industry emergency response personnel with the background
information, general procedures and response guidelines to be followed when
operating at incident involving intermodal containers. Textbook information will
assist the user in meeting the knowledge requirements outlined in NFPA 472,
Chapter 14 - Competencies for Hazardous Materials Technicians with a
Intermodal Tank Specialty.
Steel: Carriage by Sea provides invaluable information on how to prevent claims
arising when transporting steel, including careful handling, good stowage and
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care of cargo throughout its entire journey. This book covers every aspect of the
transportation and surveying of steel products carried on ships. The fifth edition
provides practical advice on: • How to prevent damage to steel cargoes • How to
deal with subsequent claims • The different types of steel products manufactured
and their particular packing requirements • How the various types of steel
products should be loaded, stowed, lashed, secured and ventilated aboard a ship
• Maintenance of the ships’ hatchover, tanktop strength and cargo
documentation • The surveying and claims handling of the various typesof steel
products • The corrosion process of steel
In the field of compressed gases and related equipment, there is an expanding core of
essential knowledge that people handling and using these materials should be familiar with or
should know where to find. The focus ofthis book concerns the properties and the accepted
means oftransportation, storage, and handlingofcompressed gases. This handbook is
simultaneously intended as an overview ofthe subject and a source ofsupplementary
information. It is also intended to serve as a guide to perti nent federal regulatory requirements
and published standards of the Compressed Gas Association and other standards-developing
organizations. The Association advises readers that the CGA technical publications remain the
official statement ofpolicy on a particular matter. Reference is made throughout this text to the
numerous technical publications published by the Compressed Gas Association. Some ofthese
publications have been incorporated by reference into federal, state, provincial, and local
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regulations. Since the CGA publications are reviewed on a periodic basis, whenever the
textofthis handbook conflicts with corresponding information in the CGA technical pamphlets,
the most recently printed material shall take precedence.
AR 56-4 09/17/2014 DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIEL AND DISTRIBUTION PLATFORM
MANAGEMENT , Survival Ebooks
Intermodality is so broad that it is difficult to encompass all of its aspects in a single volume of
reasonable size. Consequently, the author has attempted to touch briefly on as mnay aspects
as possible, but has placed greatest emphasis on land-sea and air-surface cargo transfers.
Intermodality can be observed from viewpoints of mode, type of cargo, condition of cargo,
category of terminal, or combinations and permutations of these viewpoints. Each offers a
different perspective to make up the total evolving picture. In this book, the author presents not
just a statement of the status quo and views of the changing nature of intermodality. This has
required some degree of repetition and cross-referencing when, for example, similar functions
are presented in connection with different modes. The purpose is to try to make this volume
useful as a reference, as well as an overview.

Fresh fruit and vegetables have been identified as a significant source of
pathogens and chemical contaminants. As a result, there has been a wealth of
research on identifying and controlling hazards at all stages in the supply chain.
Improving the safety of fresh fruit and vegetables reviews this research and its
implications for food processors. Part one reviews the major hazards affecting
fruit and vegetables such as pathogens and pesticide residues. Building on this
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foundation, Part two discusses ways of controlling these hazards through such
techniques as HACCP and risk assessment. The final part of the book analyses
the range of decontamination and preservation techniques available, from
alternatives to hypochlorite washing systems and ozone decontamination to good
practice in storage and transport. With its distinguished editor and international
team of contributors, Improving the safety of fresh fruit and vegetables is a
standard reference for all those involved in fruit and vegetable production and
processing. Reviews recent research on controlling hazards at all stages of the
supply chain Discusses the implications of this research on food processors
Discusses the implications of this research on food processors
Over 2,300 total pages ... Titles included: Marine Safety Manual Volume I:
Administration And Management Marine Safety Manual Volume II: Materiel
Inspection Marine Safety Manual Volume III: Marine Industry Personnel
TRB’s National Cooperative Freight Research Program (NCFRP) Report 11:
Truck Drayage Productivity Guide is designed to help improve drayage
productivity and capacity while reducing emissions, costs, and port-area
congestion at deepwater ports. The guide includes suggestions designed to help
shippers, receivers, draymen, marine terminal operators, ocean carriers, and port
authorities address inefficiencies, control costs, and reduce associated
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environmental impacts of truck drayage.
Published in association with Sea Containers.
Guide for Container Equipment Inspection (IICL-4R)Guide for Container
Equipment InspectionGuide for Container Equipment InspectionMerchant Marine
MiscellaneousHearings Before the Subcommittee on Merchant Marine of the
Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, House of Representatives, Ninetyseventh Congress, First Session ....Manuals Combined: U.S. Coast Guard
Marine Safety Manual Volumes I, II and IIIJeffrey Frank Jones
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